One-click conference calls
Innovative, cloud-based technology that allows
you schedule and join a conference call at the
click of a button

One-click technology
Get conferencing quicker with
one-click
You can start a high quality conference
call straight away using your room
details. Alternatively, you can schedule a
call with one click from your portal
dashboard. When it’s time to talk, find
your scheduled call and join with a
single click – it’s that easy! We make it
easier for participants to join your calls
too, with one-click from their mobile.

Reliable HD audio
Enjoy crystal clear audio on
every call
We’re renowned for the quality of our
audio even when dialling into a
conference call from the remotest
locations. Trusted by leading firms from
major industries, our Tier 1 networks with
multiple POPs mean you can count on
us to give you an unparalleled
conference call experience

How do you benefit?
Save valuable time with tools
that make joining easy
Improve productivity and leave
your guests in a good mood
Reduce administration,
no unnecessary downloads
or PINs

How do you benefit?
Focus on the quality of your
conversations and not the
quality of your connection
Remove the frustration of
dropped calls
Hear every word without any
interferences or delays
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International coverage
Connect with your guests
without paying a premium
Our international coverage excels
beyond any other conferencing
provider. With high quality audio in
over 120+ countries across the world,
your guests can join your conference
calls using local or freephone dial-in
access numbers or from any location
in the world via our smart dial-out
technology.

Dial-out technology
Make conferencing even
easier with dial-out tools
Our smart dial-out technology is
designed to quickly and easily
connect your guests to your
conference call. The system
automatically dials-out to your chosen
participant and let’s them join the call
without delay. You can also choose
when you would like to dial a
participant in to a call, giving you
greater control over who and when
you want to bring guests into your
calls.

How do you benefit?
Stay connected no matter the
location
High quality audio
guaranteed across the globe
Lower your call costs with local
and freephone numbers

How do you benefit?
Ensure your meeting always
starts on time
Provide a more seamless and
positive call experience
Get talking without the need to
enter room numbers and PINs
Allow only selected participants
to join your call at an allocated
time
Dial-out to late or new guests as
the call is in progress from your
LiveView screen
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HD call recording
Record and review your most
important conversations
You can activate call recording across
your organisation or switch it on or off
for specific rooms. All HD recordings are
stored securely according to your
personal data storage plan and access
is managed by user permissions. Use
our voice analytics tools to search your
conversations for key words and
phrases making it even easier to review
and replay.

Smart call transcriptions
.

How do you benefit?
Guaranteed high quality
recordings
Get more control and added
security over your call recordings
Record calls and store them
securely on your online portal to
meet data compliance
Replay your calls recordings and
use Alice (our AI tool) to
transcribe them in minutes

How do you benefit?

Automatically transcribe your
next conference call with Alice

Reduce administration for
minute-taking and share
meeting notes faster

Alice (our AI) generates machine
transcriptions in a matter of minutes
even distinguishing between different
speakers on your call. If you really want
to impress you can request a
professional human transcription.
Whether you choose a machine or
human transcription, you can access
them from your online portal at any
time. Here they can be stored and/or
downloaded and shared with relevant
parties.

Reduce time spent
transcribing calls by 50%,
allowing you to free up
resources
Revisit key conversations and
clarity around important
discussions
Share your call transcriptions
with those who need access
without delay
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Transparent pricing

How do you benefit?

Pricing structures that suit
the way that you do business
We offer all businesses the flexibility
to pick a pricing structure that suits
them. You can choose to pay-as-yougo (PAYG) or choose one of our
monthly bundles.

Choose payment terms that are
tailored to your own preferences
Only pay for what you use, no
subscription required
Centralised billing, you pay for
your calls rather than your
participants

can set up our own conference calls, saving us time and money but also providing us with a
“ We
greater layer of security around who is invited and who is on the call. We have instant access to
call recordings and call summaries and can see how a call has cost as soon as it has ended
”
Tulchan Communications LLP

About Speakserve
Founded in 2002, Speakserve are the
original pioneers behind the cloud-based
conferencing space. Powered by our own
technology, we provide professionals
with a secure and easy-to-use conference
call solution that supports the unique
ways that they do business.

Try us for free?
Start free trial
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